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Jimmy is our on-duty tipster and writer. His favorite sports are cricket, tennis, and basketball. If you’re looking for the best betting tips in the business, Jimmy’s your guy. His tips and events previews are among the most read at BetZillion.










Updated: 15/03/2024








Since coming into existence in 1975, the ICC World Cup has gained ground in the sport. The tournament takes place every 4 years, so before the next round, it has to be in 2023. That time would hold huge betting potential for those who will take advantage of it.
At the end of this review, we want you to know key factors about Cricket World Cup betting like:

	What are the best ICC World Cup betting sites?
	What betting options can you use on the event?
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List of the Best ICC World Cup Betting Sites

It would be impossible for you to wager on the Cricket World Cup without using a betting site. The problem comes when most people want to select theirs. The website you use sets the pace for many things in your gambling. You need to check the World Cup cricket odds and ensure they are satisfactory.
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3+1 in Free Bets
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100% up to $150
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Bet £10 get £30 in free bets
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40+ sports
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100% up to ₿1
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Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets
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View All Betting Sites 


If you like the odds, ensure the bookie possesses a valid license from a reputable gambling body. Once those two are set, you can bring in personal preferences like payment method, interface, unique services, and any other as it may suit you.






Offers and Promotions

From research, we haven’t found any special offer restricted to only cricket. Although there are usually generous offers around during the World Series, it solely depends on your bookie, which is one reason you have to check out the proposals on your Cricket World Cup betting site beforehand.
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Up to 180% bonus on 1st deposit






Claim Bonus


New customers only! Get up to 180% bonus on your First Deposit! Full T&Cs apply
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100% up to $500






Claim Bonus


New customers only! Please bet responsibly, begambleaware.org. 18+. Full T&Cs apply.
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100% up to $500






Claim Bonus


Get a 100% Sports Sign-up Bonus up to $500 for the best wagering experience at Xbet Sportsbook when you sign up and fund your new account. Full T&Cs apply
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MyBookie Review
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50% up to $1000 in Free Play






Claim Bonus


We match 50% of your First Deposit in Free Play. Use this industry leading Welcome Bonus to add more action to the games you love. Limited time only. Full T&Cs apply.
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BetOnline Review
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50% up to $1000






Claim Bonus


Earn a 50% Welcome Bonus up to $1,000 on your first-ever deposit at BetOnline. Use code BOL1000 and your extra 50% will be added to your sports betting bankroll instantly! Full T&Cs apply
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100% up to $1000






Claim Bonus


New customers only! Get 100% up to $1000 on your First Deposit! Full T&Cs apply
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Claim Bonus
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Jackbit Review
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3+1 in Free Bets






Claim Bonus


Place 3 consecutive bets and get the 4th bet as a free bet! Full T&Cs apply
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MyStake Review
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100% up to €500






Claim Bonus


Mystake Welcomes You with up to 500€ /£ /$ Bonus on your first deposit!
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Kineko Review
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100% up to $150






Claim Bonus


Make your parlays hit with our 100% Sports Welcome Bonus up to $150! Full T&Cs apply
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bet365 Review
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Bet £10 get £30 in free bets






Claim Bonus


 #ad New Customers only. Bet £10* & Get £30* in Free Bets. Sign up, deposit between £5* and £10* to your account and bet365 will give you three times that value in Free Bets when you place qualifying bets to the same value and they are settled. Free Bets are paid as Bet Credits. Min odds/bet and payment method exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. T&Cs, time limits & exclusions apply.
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Vave Review
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100% up to ₿1






Claim Bonus


New customers only! Get 100% bonus up to ₿1 on your First Deposit! Full T&Cs apply
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Betfred Review
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Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets






Claim Bonus


New UK customers only. Register using the promo code BETFRED60, deposit and place first bet of £10+ on Sports (cumulative Evens+) within 7 days of registration. First bet must be on Sports. £20 in Free Bets to be used on Sports, £10 in Free Bets to be used on Lotto and 50 Free Spins (20p per spin) credited within 10 hours of bet settlement. Further £20 in Free Bets credited 5 days after settlement. Bonuses have a 7-day expiry. Payment restrictions apply. SMS verification and/or Proof of I.D and address may be required. Full T&Cs apply.






 How We Pick Bonuses & Promotions


Bonuses and promos come in discounts or, better still, risk-free bets; either way, you should take full advantage of them.






Cricket World Cup Odds

Reading the Cricket World Cup Betting odds does not differ from any other competition within the sport. The winner’s favourite team usually has a minus (-) sign, while the underdog has a plus (+) sign in the betting line. You often want to put your money on the favourite unless you have a strong reason to believe otherwise.

Some may be curious about how bookies generate their World Cup odds independently, yet it is similar across all of them. They use the teams’ history alongside the predictor forecast on the matchup, and after such calculations, they can come up with the odds.




Results

The table below shows the cumulative performances of teams in past Cricket World Cups after the last tournament in 2019. The teams are sorted by a total number of appearances.


	Appearances	Best performance	Statistics
	Team	Total	First	Latest	Mat.	Won	Lost	Tie	NR	Win %*
	[image: Flag of Australia]


 Australia	12	1975	2019	Champions (1987, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2015)	94	69	23	1	1	74.73
	[image: Flag of India]


 India	12	1975	2019	Champions (1983, 2011)	84	53	29	1	1	64.45
	[image: West Indies cricket flag pre 1999]


 West Indies	12	1975	2019	Champions (1975, 1979)	80	43	35	0	2	55.12
	[image: Flag of the UK]


 England	12	1975	2019	Champions (2019)	83	48	32	2	1	59.75
	[image: Flag of Pakistan]


 Pakistan	12	1975	2019	Champions (1992)	79	45	32	0	2	58.44
	[image: Flag of Sri Lanka]


 Sri Lanka	12	1975	2019	Champions (1996)	80	38	39	1	2	49.35
	[image: Flag of the New Zeland]


 New Zealand	12	1975	2019	Runners-up (2015, 2019)	89	54	33	1	1	61.93
	[image: Flag of South Africa]


 South Africa	8	1992	2019	Semi-finals (1992, 1999, 2007, 2015)	64	38	23	2	1	61.90
	[image: Flag of Kenya]


 Kenya	5	1996	2011	Semi-finals (2003)	29	7	22	0	0	24.13
	[image: Flag of Zimbabwe]


 Zimbabwe	9	1983	2015	Super 6s  (1999, 2003)	57	11	42	1	3	21.29
	[image: Flag of Bangladesh]


 Bangladesh	6	1999	2019	Quarter-finals  (2015)	40	14	25	0	1	35.89
	[image: Cricket Ireland flag]


 Ireland	3	2007	2015	Super 8s  (2007)	21	7	13	1	0	35.71
	[image: Flag of the Netherlands]


 Netherlands	4	1996	2011	Group Stage  (1996, 2003, 2007, 2011)	20	2	18	0	0	10.00
	[image: Flag of Canada]


 Canada	4	1979	2011	Group Stage  (1979, 2003, 2007, 2011)	18	2	16	0	0	11.11
	[image: Flag of Scotland]


 Scotland	3	1999	2015	Group Stage  (1999, 2007, 2015)	14	0	14	0	0	0.00
	[image: Flag of Afganistan]


 Afghanistan	2	2015	2019	Group Stage  (2015, 2019)	15	1	14	0	0	6.66
	[image: Flag of the United Arab Emirates]


 United Arab Emirates	2	1996	2015	Group Stage  (1996, 2015)	11	1	10	0	0	9.09
	[image: Flag of Namibia]


 Namibia	1	2003	2003	Group Stage  (2003)	6	0	6	0	0	0.00
	[image: Flag of Bermuda]


 Bermuda	1	2007	2007	Group Stage  (2007)	3	0	3	0	0	0.00
	Defunct teams
	[image: East Africa cricket team flag]


 East Africa[b]	1	1975	1975	Group Stage  (1975)	3	0	3	0	0	0.00
	Last Updated: 12 Feb 2023
Source: Wikipedia



Note:

	The Win percentage excludes no results and counts ties as half a win.
	Teams are sorted by their best performance, winning percentage, and (if equal) by alphabetical order.
	Before the 1992 World Cup, South Africa was banned due to apartheid
	Disbanded in 1989











Cricket World Cup Specials

Do you know that you can do more than just bet on the teams in the World Cup? Many know the standard option of wagering on the winning teams; little do they know special types. Let us take a look at some of them.




Final

Who isn’t aware of the Cricket World Cup final? How, then, is it part of the specials? From day one of the Cup, you can choose to be who you speculate about, the winner of the finals, and who is the Cup’s champion. We deem it a long-term bet; only the patient can make it without anxiety.

As you may expect, a special bet of this calibre must have high odds. You can’t expect to wait so long and winless. A peek at the Cricket World Cup final odds is enough to convince you it is worth playing. Winning these specials attracts a payout that is worth it. At the same time, you can bet on the finals in advance and still carry on with your normal betting activities.




Teams

Perhaps we are all familiar with the regular wagering on the team that would win the World Cup or a single match in the event; you can do more than just bet on the winner. You could bet on the number of bails a team would have in a single game in the World Cup. Alternatively, you could bet on the number they would have in the whole competition.




Best Player

The best player is not a commonly used special in the World Cup. It has several variants, depending on which one suits you best. The first is to bet on the best player in both teams playing in a single match. If you prefer, you can also bet on only the best player in one of the teams in a single game.

If you would like something that would pay you bigger due to the better odds, you can choose to bet on the whole Cup’s best player. As you imagined, this requires patience as you would have to wait until the competition ends. It is also called an MVP bet.




Winner

The winner bet is simple and different from wagering on the match-winner. With the winner bet, you can use it to stake on the World Cup’s overall winner. You would have to sit through the whole Cup to get the result; simultaneously, the Cricket World Cup winner odds are worth it. Remember, the bigger the odds, the more your payouts.






Popular Bets

Now that you know the specials, how do you make the most of them? Without knowing the various online betting options you can use in the Cup, there is no way you can make the most of it. So we would take a quick look at the popular bets that are available in the competition:




Moneyline

Moneyline is arguably the most straightforward option in any sport today; cricket is not an exception, so is the World Cup. Moneyline is the simple option of betting on the winning team. When 2 squads are facing off in the Cricket World Cup, we advise you to use this option to make a simple wager of picking the winning team. It is most recommended for beginners, and the odds are decent.




Total

The total is also a simple bet. The interesting thing about this option is that it doesn’t depend on the match-winner. So if you feel that you are not good at speculating who the winner is, this is a good option. It entails trying to predict the end score of both teams added together. It doesn’t have to be accurate. You have to say if it will be over or under a specific number.




Props

The other options we’ve talked about have to do with team betting. The prop bet, on the other hand, has to do with players’ individual performances. You can bet on how well a player performs in a game. It could be the number of bails a specific player would have in a game.

Interestingly, you can also bet on the player’s overall performance in the whole Cup. The ICC Cricket World Cup outright odds are attractive, and in our opinion, you can wait; it is something worth doing.






Bet of the Day

During the Cricket World Cup, you will come across the bet of the day offered by your respective no limit sportsbooks. Every matchday, your bookie recommends the highest probability games for you. Those games come with possible predictions, and they pan out well more times than often.


WHAT IS THE BEST BET FOR TODAY?

 Find Out









How to Bet On the Cricket World Cup

We believe you have everything needed to bet on the Cricket World Cup. It is left to you to figure out your preferences. You have to study your personality and know which one suits you best. As said earlier, we always recommend that if you are new to betting, go with the Moneyline; it is the simplest and has a high winning probability.

If you have a patient personality and want to win big, you can go for a longer-term bet like the prop bet. In the end, it is what works for you. It is left for you to discover yourself.




Cricket World Cup Live Betting

Another awesome tool you can employ when betting on the Cricket World Cup. Some may be aware of what live betting entails. It is also commonly called in-play betting. Gone are the days when you compulsorily had to place your wagers before the games commenced.

You can place your bets when the match is already in play. So you can watch some portion of the game before you make a final betting decision. The live betting odds usually fluctuate depending on the game’s progression. Either way, it adds to the thrills and excitement because you have to be fast!




Cricket World Cup Betting Tips & Predictions

Cricket World Cup betting tips and predictions are available for each game before they commence. Your bookmaker most likely has one. Before each match, ICC World Cup betting sites, experts, and other sources predict their game results. It is handy for bettors as you can use it to reinforce your betting decisions. On the other hand, don’t base your predictions solely on them; you can use them as a confirmation.




Live Streaming

Live streaming is a modern innovation in cricket bookmakers. Do you have a busy schedule that makes you unable to sit in front of the TV to watch each World Cup game? You don’t have to fear missing out again because of living streaming. You can now watch the match live from your betting site, even on your mobile device.

Live streaming is most useful for those gamblers that love in-play betting. It comes in handy more times than often. So far, you have a good internet connection; you wouldn’t have an issue with live streaming. We recommend adding it to your list of preferences that you look out for in a bookmaker.




ICC World Cup Betting Apps
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Up to 180% bonus on 1st deposit



T&Cs Apply 






















Get App
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bet365 Review
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Bet £10 get £30 in free bets



T&Cs Apply 
















Get App
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Betfred Review
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Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets



T&Cs Apply 
















Get App














Cricket World Cup Stats

You may be wondering what the use of stats is in this Cup. Checking the latest Cup stats goes a long way in boosting your probability of winning. The World Cup takes place once in 4 years, so you don’t have too many stats to check out.

Before the competition begins, check out the previous performance of teams. Know the previous winners, the defending champions; with stats like this, you would make better betting decisions, boosting your chances of winning.





All You Need to Know About the Cricket World Cup

The next World Cup will be played in October 2023 in India. The competition will occur in a round-robin system and then in a playoff format. Ten countries will take part. In the round-robin system, all teams play against each other, and the best teams advance to the semifinals. In the Cricket World Cup, there will be many games on which you can bet.


2023 ICC Cricket World Cup



	Dates	October 2023 – November 2023
	Administrator(s)	International Cricket Council
	Cricket format	One Day International
	Tournament format(s)	Round-robin and Knockout
	Host(s)	[image: Flag of India]


 India
	Participants	10
	Matches	48
	Official website	www.cricketworldcup.com






Over the years, the format of the competition has changed several times, and the number of participating teams has been reduced. Each match will be international and last one day. Each team will have 50 overs, so check out the best sports betting available for this tournament.

With so many matches and so much competition, it’s no wonder that the bookmakers for the Cricket World Cup offer such great markets. Every game offers an excellent opportunity to see a healthy profit. Live betting can be the most lucrative, as anything can happen in a game. Every World Cup has shocking wins and shocking losses.

The upcoming tournament promises to be as exciting as ever. The best players in the world are already trying their best. That means we are in for a big tournament. Watch for other famous tournaments like Major League Soccer in the United States.




ICC & Bermuda Cricket Board Cooperation

ICC governs the organization of main international cricket tournaments, the most famous being the ICC Cricket World Cup. In addition, it appoints the referees and umpires officiating at Test matches, Twenty20, and One Day Internationals.



[image: Bermuda Cricket Board]







The International Cricket Council has two membership categories:

	Full Members (12 cricket governing bodies of ICC-recognized countries, nations, or areas, from where representative teams can play Test matches);
	Associate Members (94 cricket governing bodies of ICC-recognized or associated for cricket purposes countries, as well as areas not qualifying as a Full Member, but where cricket is firmly organized).


Notably, Bermuda Cricket Board (BCB) became an Associate member of the ICC late in 1966. Since then, the Bermuda national team has participated in various international competitions. Still, the team`s most remarkable achievement dates back to July 7, 2005. That day the Bermuda national team qualified for the ICC CWC 2007. And it`s overwhelming because, at that time, the country’s population was only 60,000!

Nowadays, the Bermuda Cricket Board is successfully implementing a youth development program. It involves cricket as a major sport to improve Bermuda’s youth’s physical and mental state. Since 2005, the BCB development program has obtained the “ICC Americas Region Best Overall Development Program Award” 7 times.






Cricket World Cup Overview

As we are drawing this review to a close, we would love to enlighten you on some things about the Cricket World Cup; hence, this general overview:

	Australia has the highest number of Cup wins, with a total of 5. They also have the most elevated final appearance, with 7 in total. Next up with the number of Cups are India and West Indices, with 2 Cup wins each. England has only one, while New Zealand has been in the finals twice but has no wins.
	Some of the most popular batsmen in the competition are Sir Don Bradman, Brian Lara, Sir Viv Richards, and Sir Garfield Sobers.
	Some of the most famous bowlers in the competition are Wasim Akram, Shane Warne, Brett Lee, and Dale Steyn.
	Asides from the World Cup, some popular competitions in cricket are the Champions Trophy and Super Series.
	The 2023 variant is slated to hold in India. 2019 and 2015 cricket World Cups were held in London and Australia, respectively.
	Some of the sportsbooks with the best odds on Cricket World Cup betting are Bet365, Ladbrokes, and Paddy Power.
	The largest stadium in which a Cricket World Cup match has ever been played is in Melbourne, Australia, with a capacity of 100,024.








Bottom Line

We are drawing the curtains to the review as there isn’t much left to say about the event. The World Cup is arguably the best time for you to gamble on cricket, both men’s and women’s variants. The odds during the period are fantastic, and you don’t want to miss out. Use one of our recommended Cricket World Cup bookies for the best services. BetZillion’s winning edge in betting is here.
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Frequently Asked Questions

	

How can I bet on the Cricket World Cup?









To bet on the Cricket World Cup, you have to register on a bookie. We suggest that you use one of our recommended ones. 




	

What is the best Cricket World Cup betting site?









We would not point fingers at one as the best because they all have pros and cons. Check our most recommended ones to know our opinion. 




	

What are the odds of England winning the Cricket World Cup?









England won the 2019 Cricket World cup; if you ask us, we say England has a high probability of winning it again if they keep up with their form. 




	

Still have questions? 
Ask our experts





























Sign up & get answer(s)
Get answer(s)
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Writer & Tipster



	


	


	








Jimmy is our on-duty tipster and writer. His favorite sports are cricket, tennis, and basketball. If you’re looking for the best betting tips in the business, Jimmy’s your guy. His tips and events previews are among the most read at BetZillion.
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Potential Title Clash? Manchester City Vs. Arsenal Betting Predictions & Winning Tips (English Premier League 2023/24, March 31)



Arsenal travels to the Etihad on Sunday to face the reigning champion, Man City. This clash will be a litmus test for the Gunners' title ambitions. Can Arsenal get a positive result? Or will Man City come out on top? Our Man City vs Arsenal predictions guide analyses this encounter. 






Mar 29, 2024


By Tim Harrison
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UEFA Euro 2024 Outright Winner Odds & Full Draw Preview



The 2024 UEFA Euro is one of the most anticipated football competitions this summer. The event will run for exactly a month, from June 14 to July 14, and it will be held in Germany. Italy are the defending champions in this tournament, having beaten England in the 2020 Euro Final on penalties. 






Mar 29, 2024


By Tawfeek
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Prepare for Battle: 2024 World Mixed Doubles Snooker Predictions & Betting Odds (30 – 31 March)



The World Mixed Doubles Snooker returns in 2024, a chance to witness snooker's elite in a whole new light. This is a unique World Snooker Tour event where the world’s top four male players team up with the top four female players on the planet. Join us as we take a deeper look at the 2024 World Mixed Doubles Snooker odds ahead of this competition kicking off. 






Mar 29, 2024


By Bren
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Best 23/24 EPL Betting Tips & Odds for Saturday Matches in Gameweek 30



The last international break is over, and we will have non-stop action in the Premier League until the end of the season. We will take a look at the EPL top four and relegation battles here, so what should we expect from the most exciting Premier League matches in Gameweek 30 this Saturday? 






Mar 28, 2024


By Tawfeek














Cricket World Cup Quick Facts


	Full Name	ICC Cricket World Cup
	Founded	1975
	Sport Types	Cricket
	Country	Afghanistan Australia Bangladesh India New Zealand Pakistan South Africa Sri Lanka United Kingdom
	Website	cricketworldcup.com
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Sports Betting Lines Explained





Sep 28, 2021 

By Damilola
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Handicap Betting Explained





Sep 7, 2021 

By Jimmy Daytona
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Asian Handicap Explained





Nov 16, 2021 

By Jimmy Daytona
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Banker Bets Explained





Dec 21, 2021 

By Tim Harrison
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Quinella Bet Explained





Nov 23, 2021 

By Damilola







View all Betting Guides 
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	IPL
	BBL
	T20 Blast
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Best Cricket World Cup Betting Sites
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4.4 

Bet now




Up to 180% bonus on 1st deposit



New customers only! Get up to 180% bonus on your First Deposit! Full T&Cs apply
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Bet now




100% up to $500



New customers only! Please bet responsibly, begambleaware.org. 18+. Full T&Cs apply.
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Bet now




100% up to $500



Get a 100% Sports Sign-up Bonus up to $500 for the best wagering experience at Xbet Sportsbook when you sign up and fund your new account. Full T&Cs apply
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4.6 

Bet now




50% up to $1000 in Free Play



We match 50% of your First Deposit in Free Play. Use this industry leading Welcome Bonus to add more action to the games you love. Limited time only. Full T&Cs apply.
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4.2 

Bet now




50% up to $1000



Earn a 50% Welcome Bonus up to $1,000 on your first-ever deposit at BetOnline. Use code BOL1000 and your extra 50% will be added to your sports betting bankroll instantly! Full T&Cs apply

















Want the latest news?

Get exclusive betting guides and the latest odds from top-rated bookmakers, straight to your inbox or social feeds.
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BetZillion is your go-to guide when it comes to online sports betting: bookmakers reviews, latest sports news, best deals and bonuses.
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Thanks for subscribing!


We’ll send all the updates straight to your inbox. It’s the best way to learn news about sports betting.
 You’ll also receive a newsletter with information on major sports betting updates, new betting site reviews, and the latest bonuses and promotions every few weeks.
 We’re very happy to have you on board!
 Cheers!


GO FURTHER
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We use cookie files to enhance your user experience and to improve our service. For more information, please read our Cookie Policy.
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Privacy Overview

This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.








Strictly Necessary Cookies

Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.





Enable or Disable Cookies













If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.











3rd Party Cookies

This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information such as the number of visitors to the site, and the most popular pages.

Keeping this cookie enabled helps us to improve our website.
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